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1. INTRODUCTION 
In their paper [9], Gorenstein and Harada have shown that there is no 
simple group whose Sylow 2-subgroup is not the direct product of two 
dihedral groups. Furthermore, in another paper [lo], they also showed that 
there are no simple groups whose Sylow 2-subgroups are the direct product 
of a dihedral group and a quasi-dihedral group or the direct product of two 
quasi-dihedral groups. In fact, in this paper, we will show that it is not 
necessarily two direct factors. That is, we will prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM A. Let G be a finite group and S be a Sylow 2subgroup of G. 
Assume that S is the direct product of D, ,..., D,, where Di is either non- 
Abelian dihedral or quasi-dihedral for each i = I,..., k. Then G has a normal 
subgroup c of odd index such that (Z(D,)‘) has cyclic or dihedral or quasi- 
dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups for each i = I,..., k. In particular, if k + 1, then 
G is not simple. 
In connection with dihedral direct factors, Gorenstein and Harada have 
shown the following: 
Let T= DZn+, x TO, where T,, is either dihedral or a noncyclic Abelian 
group generated by 2-elements, then T is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of a simple 
group. 
Now, we will extend this result, that is, we will prove the following: 
THEOREM B. Let G be a finite group and S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Assume that S is the direct product of two subgroups D and R, where D is 
either a non-Abelian dihedral subgroup or a quasi-dihedral subgroup of S. 
Assume further that C, (Q ,(Z(J(R)))) h as no direct factors isomorphic to the 
direct product D x D. Then (Z(D)G) has cyclic or dihedral or quasi-dihedral 
Sylow 2-subgroups. 
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2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS AND DEFINITIONS 
All groups in this paper are considered to be finite. First, we will define 
some notation. 
For subgroups H and K of a group G, we write II?* = {Hk: k E K}. 
Suppose that P is a p-group for a prime p. Then d(P) is the maximum of the 
orders of the Abelian subgroups of P and A(P) is the set of all Abelian 
subgroups of P of order d(P). And J(P) = (A(P)) is the Thompson subgroup 
of P. Now we define a characteristic subgroup K(P) = C,(Q,(Z(p)))). Let G 
be a group and N be a normal subgroup of G. When we write G = G/N, we 
use the bar (-) to be a natural homomorphic image of each subgroup of G 
into G. Most of our notation is standard and taken from [S]. 
Next, we will show a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a p-group and G = G, x G,. Then we have J(G) = 
J(G,) x J(G,) and K(G) = K(G,) x K(G,). And if a group G, is either non- 
Abelian dihedral or quasi-dihedral, then Ll,(Z(J(G,))) = Z(G,) and so 
K(G,) = G,. 
Proof: These follow from the definition of K(G). 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a group and S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Assume 
that S has a direct factor D isomorphic to a nondbelian dihedral group. 
Assume further that (Z(D)‘) has cyclic or dihedral or quasi-dihedral Sylow 
2-subgroups. Then (Z(D)‘) has cyclic or dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. 
Proof: This follows from the structure of dihedral groups and quasi- 
dihedral groups. 
LEMMA 3. Let G be a group and S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Assume 
that S has a direct factor D which is either non-Abelian dihedral or quasi- 
dihedral. Assume further that (Z(D)‘) has either dihedral or quasi-dihedral 
Sylow 2subgroups. Then (Z(D)‘)/O((Z(D)‘)) is either a four-group or a 
simple group. 
Proof. This follows from the structure of dihedral groups and quasi- 
dihedral groups. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a group and S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Assume 
that S has a direct factor D, x D, and Di is either nondbelian dihedral or 
quasi-dihedral for each i = 1,2. Let zi be a unique element in Z(D,)# for 
each i = 1,2. Assume further that z,z2 is not conjugate to z, and (Z(D,)“) 
has cyclic or dihedral or quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups for i = 1,2. Then 
we have (Z(D,)‘) f7 (Z(D,)‘) c O(G). 
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Proof: This follows from the structure of dihedral groups and quasi- 
dihedral groups and Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 5. (Fukushima [2, Theorem 1 I). Let G be a group and S be a 
Sylow 2subgroup of G. Assume that S has a subgroup S, of index 2 and a 
normal subgroup (x) of order 4 which is contained in S,. Assume further 
that the involution z =x2 is isolated in S, with respect to G, namely, S, - z 
does not contain any conjugates of z. Then (z”) has cyclic or dihedral or 
quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. 
LEMMA 6. Let G be a group, H, ,..., H, be indecomposable subgroups of 
G and G=H,x... x H,. Assume that K, ,..., K, are indecomposable 
subgroups of G and G = K, x . . . x K, . Then 
(a) t = s, and 
(b) there exists a permutation a of {l,..., s} and a central 
automorphism b of G such that HF = KaCi, for i = l,..., s. In particular, 
Hi= K&,,. 
Proof These are part of the Krull-Remark-Schmidt theorem [ 11. Satz 
12.3, p. 661. 
LEMMA 7 (Glauberman [5, Proposition 2.51). Suppose that G is a p-group, 
G = H x K, and A is a p’-subgroup of the automorphism group of G. If H is 
indecomposable and is not Abelian and tf A fixes H’, then there exist H*, 
K*inGsuchthatG=H*xK*=H*~K=HxK*andAfixesH*and 
K*. 
LEMMA 8 (Glauberman [5. Lemma 3.1 I). Suppose that p is a prime, S is 
a p-group, T is a nontrivial normal subgroup of S, and T = T, x . . . X Tk for 
some isomorphic subgroups T, ,..., Tk of T that are permutes among them- 
selves by conjugation. Assume further that p is odd or 1 T, 1 > 2. Then J(S) 
normalizes T, ,..., Tk. 
LEMMA 9 (Glauberman [5, Proposition 2.81). Let p be a prime and S be a 
Sylow p-subgroup of a group G.Suppose that Q is an indecomposable non- 
Abelian subgroup of S and S = Q x R. Let G, = NG(Q’). Assume that 
Q c O,(G) and Q 4 NG,(S). Let g, ,..., g, be a transversal to G, in G such 
that g, = 1. Then there exists Q* c S n O,(G) enjoying the following 
properties, where we set Qi = Q*“‘for each i. 
(a) S=Q*xRandQ*(lG,, 
(b) (Q*>’ = Q’, 
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(c) Q,...Q,=Q,x...xQ,, and Q,...Q,, is a direct factor of 
O,(G), and 
(d) G permutes Q, ,..., Q, transitively by conjugation and normalizes 
Q, -.. Q,- 
Moreover, suppose Q, a G, and Q’ G Q, E Q. Then Q* can be chosen to 
contain Q,. 
LEMMA 10 (Goldschmidt [7, (2.6)]). Suppose that L is a core-free group, 
t is an involution in L, and 1 #/I’ c O(C,(t)). Then there exists a (t,X)- 
invariant component of E(L) which is not centralized by either t or X. 
Next, we will treat “core-separated.” Let G be a group and S be a Sylow 
2-subgroup. Assume that S has two 4 subgroups V, and V, and 
V = (V, , V2) = V, x Vz For any pair of commutative involutions t, and t, 
of V, set L = C,(t,), L = L/O(L), and X= O(C,(t,)) n L. If x# 1, then 
there are (<@-invariant components of E(z) which are not centralized by 
either For 2 by Lemma 10. We say that V, and V, are core-separated if any 
such components are centralized by either V, or v,. And let B be a 
subgroup of S. Then we define fii,(B; 2’) to be the set of all B-invariant 
subgroups T of G of odd order such that C,(t) c O(C,(t)) for each t E B#. 
Then we have the following: 
LEMMA 11 (Goldschmidt [7, (3. l)]). Suppose that V, X V, is a 2- 
subgroup of the finite group G such that V, and V2 are core-separated and 
m( Vi) > 2 (i = 1,2). Then there exists a subgroup W of G which satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(a) For any subgroup B of V, x Vz with B n V, # 1 #B n V,, W is 
the unique maximal element of &(B; 2’), and 
(b) zf ti is an involution in Vi, then W 3 [O(C,(t,)), tjei](i= 1, 2). 
3. CONJUGATION FAMILY 
In this section, we will use the method of the proof of the Main Theorem 
in [ 121, in which we characterized a conjugation family as a maximal 
element with respect o an order. This method means the following results: 
Let G be a group and S be a Sylow 2subgroup of G. Let 5 be the set of 
all pairs (H, N,(H)) satisfying the following conditions. 
(i) l#H<S, 
(ii) N,(H) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(H), and 
(iii) N&Z)/H is a Bender group or H = S. 
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Here, we say a group K to be a Bender group if for some Sylow 2-subgroup 
T of K, (N,(J): I #J< T) is a proper subgroup of K. In particular, by the 
result of Bender [ 11, we know that K satisfies one of the following. 
(i) m(K) < 1, and 
(ii) O*‘(K/O(K)) is isomorphic to one of the simple groups L,(2”), 
n + 2, Sz(2”), n odd > 3, and U,(2”), n > 2. Our notation in this section is 
taken from [ 121. 
Remark. Conjugation families in this section are not weakly conjugation 
families. 
LEMMA 3.1. iJ is a conjugation family. In particular, if (N,(H): 
(K N,(W) E 8) is a proper subgroup of G, then G is a Bender group. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let H (#I) be a subgroup of S and g be an element of 
N,(H). Then there are elements (H,, NG(HI)),..., (H,, N&H,,)) in 5 and 
g, ,..., g, in G such that gi E N,(H,), Hi & H (i = l,..., m), and g, . . . g, = g. 
In particular, if Hi # S, then we can choose g, in 02’(N,(Hi)). 
Let g,, be the set of all pairs (H, 7’) satisfying the following conditions. 
0) W, N,(W) E 5, 
(ii) if C,(H) G H, then T= C,(H), 
(iii) if C,(H) G H and C,(n,(Z(H))) @ H, then T = C,G,,,(R, (Z(H))), 
(iv) if C,(R,(Z(H))) s H and H # S, then T = O*‘(N,(H)), and 
(v) ifH= S, then T= NJS). 
LEMMA 3.3. go is a conjugation family. In partiular, if (T: (H, T) E 8,) 
is a proper subgroup of G, then G is a Bender group. 
These results in Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 are obtained as corollaries of 
Main Theorem of [ 121. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
At first, we will prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G be a group and S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Assume that S has a direct factor D which is either a nondbelian dihedral 
subgroup or a quasi-dihedral subgroup of S. Assume further that (N,(K(S)): 
N,(K(S)) n N,(D’)I < 2. Then (Z(D)‘) has cyclic or dihedral or quasi- 
dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. (For the definition of K(S), see Section 2.) 
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Proof. Suppose that Proposition 4.1 is false, and set S = D x R. Let X 
be a unique maximal cyclic subgroup of D and X0 = (x) be a unique normal 
cyclic subgroup of order 4 in D. Set z =x2 and S, = C,(X,). Then we have 
] S: S, ] = 2. If z is isolated in S, with respect o G, then we have that (z”) = 
(Z(D)‘) has cyclic or dihedral or quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups by 
Lemma 5, which is the conclusion of Proposition 4.1, a contradiction. Thus, 
there is an element g in G such that zg (fz) centralizes X0. Since C,(X,,) = 
XX R =X,(X), we have that zg centralizes X and so we have that there is a 
subgroup H, in S such that H, I> X and we may assume that g is an element 
in N&H,). 
Remark. This method follows from the proof of Main Theorem in [12], 
and we may assume that N&J,) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N&Ho). Next, we 
will show that there is a subgroup H of S such that D E H and 
N,(H) @ (z) = Z(D). Suppose false; then as we showed, there is at least one 
subgroup H, of S such that Ho r> X, N,(H,) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
N&H,,), and z 4 Z(N,(H,)). Then a subgroup L = (X, Xg) =X x Xg of H, 
is normalized by (j), where j is an involution of D -X since j is contained 
in N,(H,) and [Ho, j] is contained in X. If zg centralizes (j), then since zg 
centralizes D, we may assume that H, contains D, a contradiction. So we 
have that zg does not centralize j, and so we have m,(C,,,((j))) = 2. On the 
other hand, since S = D x R, we have L(j) = D x (L(j) n R) and 
] L( j) n R ] = X, then we have C,,,(j) z Z, x Z, x X, a contradiction. So we 
showed that there exists a subgroup H of S such that D C_ H and 
N&H) @ D’. Choose such a subgroup H enjoying the following conditions: 
(i) N,(H) is of maximal order in such groups, and 
(ii) H is of maximal order subject o (i). 
Then we have that N,(H) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(H) and 
C@,(Z(H))) is contained in H by the method of the proof of Main 
Theorem in [ 121. Since H 2 D, we have H = D x (R n H), and since 
H = C,(Q,MH))), we have H = C,(Ll,(Z(R))). If H = S, then we easily see 
that K(S) has a direct factor D and since z & Z(N,(H)) and N,(H) c 
N&(S)), we have that IN&K(S)): N,(K(S)) nN,(D')I # 1. On the other 
hand, since N,(D’) 2 S, we have ]N,(K(S)): N,@(S)) n N,(D’)I is odd, a 
contradiction. So we have H # S. By maximality of H, we have 
N,(N,(H)) r> D’ since N,(H)? H 2 D. Then by Lemma 7, we get a 
subgroup D, satisfying the following conditions: 
(ii) N,(H) = D, X (N,(H) f? R), and 
(iii) DA = D’. 
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Then we have that H= C,(Q,(Z(HfTR))) contains D, and (N,(H), 
N,(H) = D, X (N,(H) n R)} satisfies the conditions of Lemma 9. Therefore, 
we get subgroups Di, i = l,..., n, (n = IN,(H): N,(H)nN,(D’)I) such that 
D, x -.. X D, is a direct factor of H and N,(H) permutes {D, ,..., D,} 
transitively by conjugation. Next, suppose K(N,(H)) & H, then we have 
J(N,(H)) @ H because if J(N,(H)) c H, then we have J(N,(H)) = J(H), and 
so we get H = Cs(fJl(ZW))) 2 Cs(Q,WJ(W)) = KVs(W), a 
contradiction. Thus, by the definition of J(N,(H)), there is an element A in 
A@,(H)) such that A & H. By maximality of H, there is an element t in 
N,(H) such that A’ does not normalize D’. However, since A’ E A(N,(H)‘) 
and N,(H)’ has a normal subgroup D, x . . . x D,, we have that A f 
normalizes D,f for each i by Lemma 8, a contradiction. Thus, we have that 
K(N,(H)) is a subgroup of H. Since K(N,(H)) 2 D, we have N,(H) = S and 
K(N,(H)) = K(S) E H, by the choice of H. Then D, x . . . x D, is a direct 
factor of K(S) and N,(H) permutes {D i ,..., D,} transitively by conjugation. 
Since S c N&D’) and n 3 1, we have IN&(S)): N&K(S)) n N&D’)1 is an 
odd number greater than 1, a contradiction. This completes the proof of, 
Proposition 4.1. 
Now we start the proof of Theorem B, which follows from Proposition 4.1. 
By assumption, we have S = D x R and K(R) has no direct factors 
isomorphic to the direct product D X D. Then we will show that the 
condition of Proposition 4.1 is satisfied. Because, if IN&(S)): N&K(S)) n 
N,(D’)I > 3, then we have that K(S) has a direct factor isomorphic to 
D x D x D. Since K(S) 2 D and D is a direct factor of K(S), we have that 
K(R) has a direct factor isomorphic to the direct product D x D, which 
contradicts the condition of Theorem B. This completes the proof of 
Theorem B. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
In this section, we will prove Theorem A by the way of contradiction. The 
proof will be obtained after the series of lemmas. Suppose that Theorem A is 
false and let G be a minimal counterexample. Then we have O*‘(G) = G and 
O(G) = 1. By the structure of S, we have K(S) = S (for the definition of 
K(S), see Section 2). By renaming the indices, we may assume that 
P , ,..., D,} is the set of all direct factors such that (Z(D,)“) has no Sylow 2- 
subgroups isomorphic to cyclic or dihedral or quasi-dihedral 2-subgroups, 
and {D, ,..., D,} is an orbit of (D1,..., D,} under the action of N,(S). This 
choice is guaranteed by Lemmas 6 and 7. 
LEMMA 5.1. Every orbit of (D,,..., D,} has a length at least 3. In 
particular, n > 3. 
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Proof: This follows from Proposition 4.1. 
Let zi be a unique involution of Z(Di) for each i = l,..., k. 
LEMMA 5.2. The subgroup Z = (z 1 ,..., zs) is not weakly closed in S with 
respect to G. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then since Z 2 Z(S), we have that Z is a strongly 
closed Abelian subgroup in S with respect to G. Then, by the result of 
Goldschmidt [6], we have that (z”) = (Z”) is a central product of an 
Abelian 2-group and quasi-simple groups L isomorphic to the following 
groups: 
(i) L/Z(L) g L2(2’),n > 3, SZ(~~“+‘), n 2 1, U,(2”), n > 2, 
(ii) L/Z(L) z L*(q), 4 = 3,5 (mod 8), and 
(iii) L/Z(L) is isomorphic to the group of Janko-Ree type. And we 
have Z = O,((Z’)) n,(T) f or some Sylow 2-subgroup T of (Z’). Then for 
each component E of E((Z’)) and its Sylow 2-subgroup TO s S, we have 
that Di centralizes Q,(T,,) since Q,(T,) & R,(T) s Z 5 Z(S). Therefore, by 
the result of Glauberman [4] and (3.3) in [6], we have either Di E C,(E) T,, 
or D,! E C,(E). Since TO does not contain any subgroups isomorphic to a 
non-Abelian dihedral group, we have that Z(Di) is contained in C,(E). And 
since this result holds for every i = l,..., n, we have that Z is contained in 
O,((Z’)), and so we have Z = (Z”). Then since IG: C,(Z)1 is odd and 
O”(G) = G, we have G = C,(Z). So we have that (zy) has a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of order 2, a contradiction. 
(5.3) Therefore, we have that Z is not weakly closed in S with 
respect o G. Since Z s fi,(Z(S)) and Z a NC(S), we have that there is a 
subgroup H of S satisfying the following four conditions. 
(a) N,(H) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(H), 
(b) Zc H and Z B O”(N,(H)), 
Cc) C&J I t-W>>> L H, and 
(d) N,(H)/H is a Bender group. 
Then since H = C&2, (Z(H))), we have H = (Dl n H) x ... X (Dk n H) and 
N,(H)=N,,(D,nH)x .a. x Nok(Dk n H). Since Z $I 02’(NG(H)), we 
have H # S, and so there exists an index i such that No,(Di n H) # (Di n H). 
Let g be an element of No,(Di n H) - (Din H); then since C&2,(Z(Di n 
H))) = Din H, we have that Din H is a four-group and so we have that 
[H, g] c Z(Di) is of order 2. Thus, g centralizes a subgroup of H of index 2. 
Since N,(H)/H is a Bender group and N,(H)/H is an elementary Abelian 
group, we get that N,(H)/C,(H) g z3, where E3 is the symmetric group on 
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3 letters. Thus, we have that H contains Dj for all j # i. Namely, we have 
H=D, x ..a XDi-lXDiXDi+lX ... D,, where oi is a 4-subgroup in Di . 
On the other hand, since K(Ns(H)) = N,(H) by the structure of N,(H), we 
have GWWf)) NG(H) C > d H) = H,(H) normalizes D@ # i) by the same 
arguments in the proof of Proposition 4.1. In particular, O*‘(N,(H)) 
centralizes (z, ,..., zi-, , zi+, ,..., zk). Therefore, we have the following. 
LEMMA 5.4. zi is conjugate to another element of S in C,((z, ,..., zi-, , 
zj+ 1 Ye**3 z,J) for each i= I,..., s. 
Proof. For each orbit in {z ,,..., zs}, there is at least one index i such that 
zi is conjugate to another element of S in C,((z, ,..., zi-,, z~+~ ,..., zJ) as we 
showed in the previous part. Since N,JS) permutes {z, ,..., zk}, we have that 
every zi (i = l,..., s) satisfies the statement in Lemma 5.4. 
In particular, we have the following. 
LEMMA 5.5. For any elements zj ,,..., zj,, 
z*(o”(c,(zj, 
we have (zj, ,..., zj,) c 
* * * "j,))), fir j, < . e. < j, < s. In particular, for any subgroup 
T(#l) of (z I ,..., zs), we have C,(T) # G. 
Proof: If C,(Zj, .*a 5,) # G, then we easily get the conclusion by the 
minimality of G. So we may assume that C,(zj, TV. zj,) = G. Then we have 
that zil is not conjugate to another element of G in CG(zjI,..., zj,), a con- 
tradiction. 
From now on, we write fi to be O”(H) tin a subgroup H of G. And set 
z’ = (Z( )...) zi-,) zi+ 1 )...) zk), Ci = C,(zi), and C’ = C,(Zi). And we set 
G’ = (zFi) for each i = l,..., s. 
LEMMA 5.6. The subgroup G’ has either dihedral or quasi-dihedral 
Sylow 2-subgroups. And the factor group G’/O(G’) is either a four-group or 
a simple group. 
Proof By Lemma 5.4, we have m,(G’) > 2 for each i = l,..., s. And by 
minimality of G, we have that G’ has either dihedral or quasi-dihedral Sylow 
2-subgroups. And second statement follows from Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 5.1. (zj =) = GjO((zj = )) for every subgroup T (# 1) of Zj 
and j = I,..., s. 
Proof For every subgroup T(# 1) of Zj, we have C,(T) # G by Lemma 
5.5. So by Lemma 5.6 and minimality of G, we have that (zj %) has 
either dihedral or quasi-dihsl Sylow 2-subgroups. Then since we can 
easily see that D,n (zj ‘G(~)) = 1 holds for every i # j, we have 
L = C,(Z)) O(L) 
L zz (Zj =q. 
and so we have L = GjO(L) by Lemma 3, where 
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LEMMA 5.8. [Gi, Gj] is of odd order for i # j and i, j = l,..., s. 
Proof S@ce s > 3, we have [Gi, Gj] z [GiO((zi cr)), GjO((zj ‘r))] C_ 
[ (zi ‘r), (zj ‘r)] 5 O(C,), for r # i, j, by Lemma 4. 
Set S, = S n Gi for each i. 
(5.9) Now let us consider the groups H satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(a) N,(H) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(H), 
(b) C,(Q,WH))) G H, and 
(c) N,(H)/H is a Bender group and H # S. 
LEMMA 5.10. Let H be a subgroup of S satisfying the above conditions 
(a), (b), and (c), then H has the following structure. 
(i) H=D, X ... XDi-IXSiXDi+,X...xDk, 
(ii) Si is a four-group, and 
(iii) if i < s, then Si is a subgroup of Si. 
In particular, we note that 0; ,..., Di-, , Si, D1,, )...) 0; are all normal 
subgroups of No(H). 
Proof These results were shown in (5.3). 
(5.11). Next, let us consider the groups H satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) N,(H) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(H), 
(ii) C,(H) s H, and 
(iii) N,(H)/H is a Bender group or H = S. 
Then, if s* = CN,vf, (Q,(Z(H))) @ H, then we have N,(H) = 
wvGwh%) CN&f~ (Q,(Z(H))) by the Frattini argument. By Lemma 3.2 and 
repeating this method, we get subgroups H,,..., H, containing S, with 
properties (a), (b), and (c) of (5.9) such that they enjoy the following 
property: 
For each element g in N,(H), there are elements g, ,...,gl in 
N&H,),..., N&H,), respectively (in particular, if Hi # S, then we can take gi 
in O”(N,(H,))) and g, in C&?,(Z(S))) such that g = g, ... g,g,. 
Then for each Hi # S, since Cs(Q,(Z(Hi))) = Hi holds, we have 
O*‘(Na(Ht)) E C,(Zji) and Sjin Hi is a normal 4-subgroup of OZ’(NG(Hi)) 
for some ji by Lemma 5.10. Since 02’(NG(Hi)) is a subgroup of 
CCZZG n NG (HiI which normalizes GjO((zj ‘t)) n Hi = Sj n Hi for 
t#j,ji, we have that for Hi # S, Sjn H, is a normal subgroup of 
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02’(NG(Hi)) for every j = l,..., s. Since the family {(H, H,(H)): H satisfies 
(i), (ii), and (iii)} is a weakly conjugation family, we have the following. 
LEMMA 5.12. Let t be an element of Si. Assume that tg is contained in S 
for some element g in G, then we have that tB is contained in Sj for some j. 
And in particular, for some element g in G, ifzf is contained in Sj, then zl is 
conjugate to zf in C&Z’). 
(5.13). Next, we will consider “core-separated groups.” Let V, and 
Vz are four-groups in S, and S, whose nontrivial elements are conjugate 
together in C,(Z’) f? NJ V,) and C,(Z’) n NJ V,), respectively. The 
existence of V, and V, are guaranteed by Lemmas 5.4 and 5.6. 
LEMMA 5.14. V, and V, are core-separated. 
Proof. Suppose false and set V = V, x V,. Then there exists two 
elements vi and v2 in v# such that there is a component E of E(E) which is 
centralized by none of V2, O(C,(c,)) n L, r,, and v,, where L = C,(V,) and 
L= L/O(L) and the bar (0 denotes a natural homomorphic image in z. 
Since all nontrivial elements of Vi are conjugate in C,(Z’) n NG( V,), we may 
assume that v, is an element of Z. If E@ (z), then we have J?n (3) G Z(g) 
by Lemma 3 and so we have E = C,(z,) O(E), where E is the inverse image 
- - - - 
of l? in L. Then we have ,!?= C,(z,) 5 [C,(z,), VI] n [C,(z,), V,] and so we 
have EE [CE(z3), (@) n L] n [CE(z3), (zT3) n L] 5 (zF3) n (ZfQn L. 
Therefore, we have ,!?G O(C,) n L, a contradiction. So we have 
E~(~)=G,.Thenwealsohave[~,:,,]~[G,,(z~2)nL]1O(C,)nL,a 
contradiction. 
(5.15). By Lemma 11, we have a subgroup IV, of odd order 
enjoying the following conditions. 
(a) For any subgroup B of V with B n V, # 1 #B n V,, W, is the 
unique maximal element of l&(B; 2’), and 
(b) If ti is an involution in Vi, then W,Z [O(C,(t,)), tjdi] for i= 1, 2. 
By Lemma 5.6, for every pair (Vi*, Vi*) of four-groups in Si and Sj, we 
have that V,? and VT are core-separated and so we get a subgroup W,; x v;. 
LEMMA 5.16. WyTxyr= 
Si and Sj, respectivel). ’ 
W, for every pair VT and V,? of four-groups in 
ProoJ It is sufficient o treat the case i = 2 and j = 3. And we need only 
show that W* = W,;,,; E &((z,, z2); 2’). We clearly see that (z,, z2) 
normalizes W* since W* is the unique maximal element of 
I&(VF X V,*; 2’). Suppose that W* & a,((,, , zz); 2’), then there i an 
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element v in (z,, ZJ such that C,,(v) & O(C,(u)) by the definition of 
a,((~,, z& 2’). Set L = g,(u) and L = L/O(L) and the bar (-) denotes the 
homomorphic image in L. If u # z,, then we have z2 E Z*(L) by Lemma 
5.5, and so we get O(C,) n L c O(L). Since C,,(u) n C, c O(C,) by the 
definition of W* and since C,*(V) c (C,,(v)n C,) O(L), we have a 
contradiction. So we have v = zl. Since m(V,*) > 2, there exists an element 
v2 in V:” such that C,,(u) n C,(v,) ~2 O(L). Since C,*(v)? C,(v,) & 
O(C,(u,)) by the definition of W*, we have a component E of E(L) which is 
not centralized by either “2 or C,,(v) n C,(Q), by Lemma 10. Then we 
have E= [E, a,] = ($) = G, by Lemma 5.7. And since m(VF) > 2, there 
also exists an element v3 in V:# such that C,*(u) n C,(v,) n C,(u,) does 
not centralize ,!?, On the other hand, by the definition of W*, we have 
C,dv)n CdvJn Cdv,) E O(C,(v,)) an we have that v, is conjugate to d 
z3 in C,(Z”) which is a subgroup of NG(GZO(CC(Z3))) by the choice 
of V,, which implies that [J!?, O(C,(u,)) n L] s [e2, O(C,(v,)) n L] 5 
O(C,(v,)) n L is of odd order, a contradiction. Thus, we have W* c W,.. 
By the symmetry of W, and W*, we have W* = W,,. 
Set W = W,. As we showed, W does not depend on the choice of V. Now 
we devide the case into two parts. First, we assume that W # 1. And set 
M= N,-.(W). 
LEMMA 5.17. For any subgroup T(#l) of Z, we have C,(T) s M. 
Proof. First, we clearly have C,(z,, ZJ c M, in particular, we have 
G c M. Next, we will show that C,(zi) c M for i = l,..., s. As we showed, we 
have C&J = W,(~dNc~~z,)(Sz x .e- x S,> G, a.- G,, and since 
[O(C&J), z21 5 W by (b) of (5.15), we have O(C,(z,)) G C,((z,, Q)) W. 
Since G, .a+ G,, N&T, x -a. x S,), C,((z,, zz)), and W are all contained in 
44, we have CG(zI) c M. By the same argument, we have C,(z,) CM for 
every i = I,..., s. Next, we will treat general case. We may assume that 
T= (z, . . . z,) by renaming indices. Then we have C,(T) = NCGt7.)(,S) CTT) 
and Ca = O(C3)) C,py((z, ,.-, z,)). Since O(C,(T)) c (C,(u): 
v E fl’> EM, we have C,(T) c M. Second, we assume that W= 1. In 
particular, we have [O(C,(zi)), zj] = 1 and [O(C,(z,)), Gj] = 1 for i + j 
(i, j= I,..., s). And we have [Gi, Gj] = 1 for i #j. 
LEMMA 5.18. (G, ,..., G,) = G, * G, * . . . * G,, a central product. 
Proof: We easily have N,(G,) $ G and N,(G,) 2 (G,,..., G,). Set 
N= (zi “x). Th en we have N = C,(Z’) O(N) = G,O(N) and so we have 
G, .-. Gin Gi+l s O(Gi+,)nZ(Gi+,). 
Set M= N&G, * -I* * G,). We clearly have M 2 N&S). 
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LEMMA 5.19. N,(G,)cM. 
ProoJ By minimality of G, we have C,(z,) e O(C,(z,)) G, . . . G, and 
O(W,)) E C,(G, ... G,), and so we have C&z,) EN&G, .a* G,). If K is 
an V,-invariant subgroup of odd order, then since all involutions are 
conjugate in N,(G, . . . G,), we have K c NJG, .. . G,). Therefore, every 
V, x V,-invariant subgroup of odd order is contained in N,(G, . . . G,) = M. 
Now we will show N,(G,) c M. By the structure of N&G,), we have 
N,(G,) k G, * ... * G,O(N,(G,)) and O(N,(G,)) is V, x V,-invariant. 
Thus, we have iV,(G,) c it4 = N,(G, . . . G,). 
Next we will show the analogue of Lemma 5.17. 
LEMMA 5.20. For any subgroup T(#l) of Z, we have C,(T) E hf. 
Proof: First we assume that T= (zr). Then we have C,(z,) # G by 
Lemma 5.4. By the structure of C,(z,), we have C!r) r> G20(Cz,)), and 
so we have C,(z,) s M. By the same argument, if T is a subgroup of Z’ for 
some i, then we have C,(T) EM. So we may assume that T = (zI . . . zs). 
Then since Cx) c O(C??) C,((z,,..., zs)) by Lemma 5.5, we have 
C,(T) G M. 
Independently of the division of the case of W, there is a subgroup M such 
that M 2 C,(T) for every T (fl) s Z. In the remaining part, we will show 
that M = G, which contradicts the hypothesis of G. Namely, we will show 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.21. M=G. 
ProoJ Suppose false. Evidently, G is not a Bender group. Therefore, 
there exists (H, H,(H)) in 5 with the properties: 
(i) if C,(H) @H, then C,(H) & A4, 
(ii) if C,(H) g H and C,(L?,(Z(H))) &H, then C,(Q,(Z(H))) is not 
contained in M, and 
(iii) if C,(Q,(Z(H))) c H, then O”(N,(H)) &M. 
These follow from Lemma 3.3. Suppose that H n Z is nontrivial, then we 
have C,(H) c C&H n Z) c M, by Lemma 5.17 or 5.20. Thus, we have 
C,(H) c H and so ZC Q,(Z(H)). Then we have C,(R,(Z(H))) c 
C,(Z) s M, which implies C,(S2,(Z(H))) s H. Then H satisfies conditions 
(a), (b), (c), and (d) of (5.3). Then we have O*‘(iV,(H)) s C,(Z’) for some 
i = l,..., k and so O*‘(N,(H)) E M, a contradiction. Therefore, we have 
H n Z = 1. Since Z c Z(S), we have that N,(H) 2 Z. On the other hand, 
since N,(H)/H is a Bender group, all involutions in N,(H)/H are conjugate 
in N,(H)/H. Thus, there is an element g in N,(H) such that z,z2z~ is 
contained in H. Then since z: E S, we have z; E Sj for some j by 
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Lemma 5.12. Ifj# 1,2, then zlzzz^; is conjugate to z,z,zj in C,((zl,zz)) by 
Lemma 5.12. We however have C,(H) c CG(z,z,z~) c M, a contradiction. 
So we may assume that zi E S, and’ we have zi # z,. Then since z,z{ is 
conjugate to z, in C&Z’), we have C,(H) c C,(z, z! z2) G 
(C,(Z,Z$‘~(~‘)) GM, a contradiction. This completes the proof of 
Theorem A. 
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